Abstract -Out of order processors use the dynamic scheduling logic both to expose and to exploit parallelism. Pipelining this logic may sacrifice the ability to execute dependent instructions in consecutive cycles. Several previous studies have shown that pipelining the scheduling logic over two cycles degrades performance; our evaluations, in a 4-way machine, on SPEC-2000 integer benchmarks show a performance degradation about 11% compared to an unpipelined scheduling logic.
I. INTRODUCTION
The dynamic scheduling logic allows both exposing and exploiting the instruction-level parallelism (ILP). The scheduling task is divided into two phases: wakeup and select. The wakeup logic marks instructions as ready when their data dependencies are satisfied. The select logic picks instructions for execution from the pool of ready instructions by considering instruction priorities and available resources.
Both the wakeup logic and the select logic form a hardware loop, the scheduling loop, because an instruction cannot be scheduled until its producer instructions have been scheduled. Assuming that the producer-instruction latency is one cycle then, in order to execute its dependent instructions in consecutive cycles, the scheduling task must be performed in one cycle. A producer instruction and its consumer instruction are executed back-to-back when the consumer instruction consumes the produced result as soon as it is available. Enlarging the issue queue to expose more ILP may increase the latency needed to wakeup and select instructions, which may require reducing clock frequency. An approach to either maintaining or increasing clock frequency is pipelining the scheduling logic over several cycles, but then the IPC may decrease because the scheduling logic sometimes is unable to issue dependent instructions in consecutive cycles. Our experimental results with SPEC-2000 integer benchmarks in a 4-issue machine show that pipelining the scheduling logic over two cycles degrades IPC, on average, about 11% compared to an unpipelined scheduling logic. Other authors report similar results ( [2] , [16] , [20] ).
Techniques that allow pipelining the scheduling logic without sacrificing the back-to-back execution of dependent instructions are an option to design high-frequency processors. However, some previously proposed techniques ( [2] , [20] ) are speculative.
In this paper, we enhance a scheduling logic pipelined over two cycles to increase its performance. The proposed enhancement is non-speculative and able to execute dependent instructions in consecutive cycles when not enough ILP is available. Consequently, we manage to tolerate the scheduling-logic latency. The idea of the enhancement is computing in advance which instruction group will be woken up by all one-cycle execution-latency instructions that are currently competing for selection. Then, once all these instructions have been selected, the precomputed instruction group can compete for selection in next cycle and back-to-back execution may be performed.
Our results show that our two proposed enhancements outperform, on average, two previously proposed speculative schedulers ( [2] , [20] ) on SPEC-2000 integer benchmarks. The performance of our proposals is within a 2.6% and 2% of an ideal scheduler (unpipelined). This paper is structured as follows: Section II outlines the processor model being used and motivates the work. Section III describes the proposed enhancement. Section IV details the simulation environment. Section V evaluates the proposed models and compares them to two previously proposed mechanisms. Section VI discusses related work and Section VII concludes this paper. Figure 1 shows the pipeline of a dynamically scheduled 1-4244-9707-X/06/$20.00 ©2006 IEEE processor, where each stage can take one or more cycles. In the front-end stages of the pipeline (fetch, decode and rename stages), instructions are brought from the instruction cache, decoded and false register dependencies are removed. After that, the instructions are dispatched into the issue queue and wait there for the availability of both their source operands and execution resources. When an instruction is selected for execution, the payload and its source registers are read in following cycles. With its source operands, the instruction is executed and its result is written into the register file. Finally, the instruction waits for committing in program order.
II. BASELINE PROCESSOR MODEL

Wakeup logic.
We use a wired-OR style wakeup logic array ( [2] , [8] ). Dependencies are indicated using an instructionsinstruction (each wakeup-matrix row and each wakeup-matrix column corresponds to an instruction inserted into the issue queue) wakeup matrix [2] (or physical registers-instructions wakeup matrix [8] ). Bit vectors (rows) perform dependence tracking. Each bit in the vector represents the dependence on a parent instruction [2] (or on the data availability of a physical register [8] ). When an instruction is issued, it sets the wakeup line (column) corresponding to its own issue-queue entry [2] (or to its destination physical register [8] ). Each instruction monitors the readiness of its source operands every cycle by checking if all wakeup lines of matching dependence bits are set. Each issue-queue entry corresponding to a ready instruction activates a request signal in order to notify its readiness.
Select logic. The input of the select logic are request signals from the wakeup logic plus priority information. The select logic picks the oldest ready instructions considering available resources at each issue port. Instructions selected by the select logic become the input of the wakeup logic in next clock cycle in order to wakeup instructions dependent on the selected ones. Figure 2 shows diagrams of both one-cycle latency (unpipelined) and two-cycle latency scheduling loops. As a general rule, back-to-back execution is possible only if the execution latency of the producer instruction is greater than or equal to the scheduling-loop latency. In [2] , [16] , [20] , their authors have concluded that back-to-back execution is a performance goal. Table 1 shows the distribution of committed instructions on SPEC-2000 benchmarks considering their execution latency and if the instructions produce a value that is stored in the register file (Section IV details benchmarks, simulated intervals and the execution latency of the instructions). We observe that integer benchmarks double the amount of one-cycle executionlatency instructions compared to floating-point benchmarks; consequently, integer benchmarks will be more sensitive to the scheduling-loop latency.
In this paper, the baseline processor has a two-cycle latency scheduling loop. Then, at least, there is a two-cycle delay between issuing an instruction and issuing its dependent instructions. So, in the issue cycle between issuing an onecycle execution-latency instruction and issuing its dependent instruction, the scheduling logic must be able to exploit ILP in order not to degrade performance compared to the unpipelined scheduling logic. For multi-cycle execution-latency producer instructions (greater than one cycle), pipelining the scheduling logic does not degrade performance compared to an unpipelined scheduling logic.
III. ENHANCED SCHEDULING LOGIC
In this section we describe a non-speculative enhancement that improves the performance of a two-cycle latency scheduling logic.
A. Base enhancement (E)
The enhancement is applied only to instructions that may be woken up by instructions with an execution latency shorter than the scheduling-loop latency. The remaining instructions use the conventional two-cycle latency scheduling loop.
The idea to enhance the two-cycle latency scheduling logic is to compute in advance which instructions will be woken up by all one-cycle latency instructions which are currently competing for selection. Once all of them have been selected, the precomputed group of instructions competes for selection next cycle. Therefore, back-to-back execution is possible. Figure 3 shows a scheme of a two-cycle latency scheduling logic with the proposed enhancement logic. In Figure 3 , two parts are distinguished: a) the base two-cycle latency scheduling logic and b) the enhancement logic. The elements of the base two-cycle latency scheduling logic are the wakeup matrix A and the select logic. Remaining elements in Figure 3 enhance the base scheduling logic.
At dispatch time, all instructions are stored in wakeup matrix A. The output of the select logic becomes the input of the wakeup matrix A in next cycle. Each selection cycle, the select logic picks the oldest instructions that remain in its input, considering resource availability at issue ports. The wakeup matrix B computes in advance which instructions will be woken up by the one-cycle latency instructions which are currently in the input of the select logic. Then, in wakeup matrix B are stored (the content of the entry allocated to an instruction in both matrices is the same) only instructions that may be woken up by one-cycle execution-latency instructions (their latency is shorter than the scheduling-logic latency). The classification of each instruction is performed in dispatch phase considering the latency of the instructions that wake it up (parent instructions).
Instructions dependent on at least one instruction which execution latency is shorter than the scheduling-logic latency are stored in wakeup matrix B. Therefore, inputs of the wakeup matrix B are: a) one-cycle execution-latency instructions in the input of the select logic and b) instructions selected by the select logic that have an execution latency greater than or equal to the scheduling-logic latency. These inputs are calculated by the filter shown in Figure 3 using an instruction classification performed in decode stage: instructions with an execution latency shorter than the scheduling-logic latency belong to a class, and the remaining instructions belong to the other class. Detailed implementation for a slice of the filter (Figure 3 ), is given in Figure 4 . The zero-detection logic (ZDL) detects if all one-cycle execution-latency instructions currently competing for selection were actually selected, and therefore it is safe for a ready instruction in wakeup matrix B to proceed to selection.
Scheduling an instruction group with execution-latency shorter than the scheduling-loop latency in the input of the select logic may take one or several cycles.
If the scheduling takes one cycle, then the scheduling of the instruction group overlaps with the computation in advance of which instructions are woken up by this instruction group. The wakeup matrix B computes in advance woken up instructions and the ZDL detects that all instructions with execution latency shorter than the scheduling-logic latency have been scheduled. Then, in next cycle back-to-back execution of dependent instructions is performed.
If the scheduling takes several cycles, then behaviour in first cycle differs from behaviour in remaining ones. In first cycle, dependent instructions in wakeup matrix B wake up, and they wait for the activation of ZDL. In the elapsed time between the first and the last scheduling cycle, selected instructions with one-cycle execution latency wake dependent instructions up in wakeup matrix A. Next cycle after waking up an instruction in wakeup matrix A, its request signal will be in the input of the select stage, and then it will compete for selection. In the cycle next to the last scheduling cycle, back-to-back execution may be performed.
Next, we describe the functionality of the logic M. The request signal of an instruction that is woken up by an onecycle execution latency instruction is activated in both wakeup matrices, but only one request signal should be observed by select logic. Request signals are activated either in the same cycle or in different ones.
The request signals are activated in different cycles if an instruction is woken up by an one-cycle latency instruction. First, the request signal is activated in wakeup matrix B when the parent instruction is in the input of the select logic. Later, when the parent is selected, the request signal is activated in wakeup matrix A. Moreover, if during the elapsed time between both events the output of ZDL is not activated, then both requests will be concurrently activated.
The request signals are activated in the same cycle, when the latest arriving operand of an instruction stored in wakeup matrix B is produced by an instruction whose execution latency is greater than or equal to the scheduler-logic latency. Select logic observes only one request signal for every instruction ( Figure 5 ). The issued bit filters out a request signal that arrives to the input of the select stage after selecting the instruction.
Note that the scheduling scheme may break the oldest first instruction-selection policy. Instructions woken up from matrix B can not be selected until selecting all one-cycle instructions in the input of the select logic. Then, an instruction woken up from matrix B may be waiting until selecting a younger (but one-cycle) instruction. Figure 6 shows an example of the scheduling of a sequence of instructions assuming that only one instruction can be issued per cycle. The IQ label means that the instruction is waiting to be ready in the issue queue. A and B labels mean that the instruction wakes up in wakeup matrix A and B respectively. The RI label symbolizes that the instruction is waiting for selection in the input of the select logic. The S label means that the instruction is selected for execution. Labels @, M1 and M2 mean, respectively, effective-address computation and the two cycles needed to access first-level cache. Shadowed rows indicate that instructions have been inserted in both wakeup matrices (non shadowed rows indicate that instructions are inserted only in matrix A).
In a cycle, an arrow indicates which instructions activate wakeup-matrix lines. Each arrow starts at the producer instruction that activates its corresponding wakeup-matrix line; each arrow ends at the consumer instructions. There are three kinds of arrows according to the involved wakeup matrix: filled arrows (matrix A), stick arrows (matrix B) and hollow arrows (both matrices at the same time).
We assume that the operands of instructions 1 and 2 are available at dispatch time, consequently both instructions wake up in cycle 1. Instruction 1 is selected in cycle 2 and, as its latency is larger than the scheduling-logic latency, its wakeup lines are activated in both matrices at the same time (cycle 4). In this example, as its dependent instructions are inserted only in matrix A, no instruction benefits from the wakeup-line activation in matrix B. Similarly, instruction 2 is selected in cycle 3 and both matrices are aware of the availability of its result in cycle 5.
In cycle 4, instruction 3 wakes up in wakeup matrix A. As it is an one-cycle instruction, while it competes for selection, in cycle 5, the availability of its result is notified to matrix B. The wakeup of instruction 4 is independent of the selection of instruction 3 in cycle 4. Moreover, once the instruction 3 is selected, the availability of its result is notified to matrix A in cycle 6.
In cycle 5, instruction 4 wakes up in matrix B and instruction 5 wakes up in matrix A. In cycle 6, both instructions compete for selection because, at the end of cycle 5, the ZDL activated the signal that allows ready instructions from wakeup matrix B to compete for selection. In cycle 6, the instruction 4 wakes up in matrix A; however, as the instruction 4 is already competing for selection, the M logic (by means of the issued bits shown in Figure 5 ) filters out this request signal in next cycle. The instruction 4 is selected in cycle 6, and the instruction 5 is selected in cycle 7.
Finally, the instruction 6 wakes up in both matrices in cycle 8 because its last arriving operand (r4) is produced by an instruction with an execution latency larger than or equal to the scheduling-logic latency. Selecting this kind of instructions is notified to both matrices at the same time.
Note that, in this example, our proposal allows issuing the instruction 4 one cycle earlier than the conventional scheduling logic pipelined over two cycles.
B. Adding instruction fusing (E-F)
The proposed enhancement can be improved by taking advantage of a program characteristic: a large number of instructions has only one source operand (avg: 78.6% of committed instructions in SPECInt 2000). Moreover, at dispatch time, some two-operand instructions have already available one of them. Consequently, only one operand must be tracked by the wakeup matrix.
Then, we make use of fusing instructions (a producer instruction and its dependent one) in order to favour back-toback execution of dependent instructions. Two instructions are fused when producer instruction is an one-cycle executionlatency instruction and the consumer instruction only depends on this instruction.
In our model E-F, the advantages of fusing instructions are twofold. First, the consumer instruction can compete for selection once the producer instruction has been selected. Therefore, back-to-back execution is possible. Second, it is not necessary to store the consumer instruction in the wakeup matrix B for waking it up.
The possibility of fusion is detected in dispatch phase. The fused instructions must belong to the same dynamic basic block and the producer instruction must be in the issue queue.
The instruction fused with its producer instruction is the first one in program order that satisfies the previous conditions. Note that the proposed instruction fusing is simple because both producer and consumer instructions belong to the same basic block. Figure 6 Scheduling example of the proposed mechanism. A bar between cycles indicates that the zero-detection logic activates its signal; therefore, in next cycle, the request signals from wakeup matrix B will be added to the input of select logic (ZDL).
to matrix A to matrix B to both matrices
In our evaluations, two issue-queue entries are allocated to fused instructions in wakeup matrix A and two issue cycles are needed to schedule them. Therefore, we maintain the same pressure than previous models over the issue-queue entries of wakeup matrix A and the issue ports.
IV. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
A. Processor model
We have modified SimpleScalar 3.0d [2] in order to model a Reorder Buffer and separate issue queues (IQ). We assume an out-of-order processor with fifteen stages from Fetch to IQ and two stages between IQ and Execution. Table II details other processor and memory parameters. Table III lists the instruction latencies assumed in this work.
We split store instructions into two instructions: STA (store address computation) and STD (store data). Therefore, two issue-queue entries are allocated to each store instruction.
A load instruction can be issued only after issuing all the STA instructions corresponding to the store instructions older than the load instruction. Consequently, we made each load instruction dependent on all its older STA instructions.
The IQ is divided into an integer IQ and a floating-point IQ.
Our proposals are applied only to the integer IQ because the execution latency of most FP instructions is greater than the scheduling-loop latency.
B. Workload
We use SPEC2000 integer benchmarks compiled with full optimizations on an Alpha machine. We simulate a contiguous run of 100M-instruction from SimPoint [19] after a warmingup of 100M-instruction. Table IV shows their input data sets.
V. RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of our proposed enhancement we have simulated several models with a two-cycle latency scheduling loop.
• A baseline model (B) where back-to-back execution of dependent instructions is sacrificed when producer instructions have one-cycle execution latency. Also, we model instruction fusing (B-F) with same conditions than in Section B.
• Two models implementing our proposals: E and E-F. Wakeup (SW, [20] ) and the Select-Free (SF, [2] ) mechanisms. Both are speculative mechanisms designed to tolerate the scheduling-logic latency. They are described in Section VI. In our evaluations, the SW mechanism is implemented by using two wakeup matrices (the first one for tracking the parent instructions and the second one for tracking the grandparent instructions). In the SF mechanism, speculation is checked in register-read stage. Moreover, we simulate an ideal model (ID) with unpipelined scheduling-loop (that is, its latency is one cycle). However, in order to remove the effect of a branch-misprediction penalty shorter than in the other models, its pipeline depth is kept consistent with them by adding one extra stage in the front-end. Table V presents our baseline IPC results. Figure 7 shows the speed-up of all models compared to the B model. We present individual results for each SPEC-2000 integer benchmark and two average values: for all benchmarks (HM) and for all benchmarks but mcf (HM-mcf) due to its biased memory behaviour.
Our proposed models, on average, outperform both the BDouble and the B-F models. The B-Double model outperforms our proposed models in benchmarks mcf and vortex. However, in the other benchmarks, doubling the number of issue-queue entries to expose more parallelism is not cost-effective. It is better to favour the back-to-back execution of dependent instructions. Our proposed models also outperform B-F model in all benchmarks. B-F model outperforms, on average, about 2.8% the B model. However, in gzip, performance improvement reaches 9.1%. This speedup is explained by the great amount (23%) of fused instructions in dispatch. However, the number of fusions and the speedup are not correlated, by instance bzip2 has a 20% of fused instructions in dispatch and its speedup is smaller (3.9%) than in gzip.
We observe that our proposed models, on average, outperform the speculative models (SW and SF). The SW model outperforms our proposed models only in benchmark vpr; the SF model outperforms E model in benchmarks bzip2, gzip, perl and vpr. However, the E-F model is outperformed by the SF model only in benchmark vpr.
Performance of E and E-F models are, on average, within 2.6% and 2% of the ID model, respectively. In the E-F model, instruction fusing permits a consumer instruction, that has been fused with its producer, to avoid waiting for the next merge operation to compete for selection. Otherwise, in the E model, consumer instructions have to wait for scheduling all one-cycle execution-latency instructions, that are currently competing for selection. Therefore, in the E-F model, those instructions could save some cycles to reach the selection stage. On average, a 19.2% of dispatched instructions are fused with their producer instruction.
While both the SF and the SW models are speculative, our proposed models are not. The SF model must re-schedule some instructions, that have been speculatively woken-up. This involves activity, which wastes energy, in both the select logic and the register file. Our evaluations show that, on average, in the SF model the re-schedulings affect to a 3.4% of committed instructions and a 3.0% of selections by the select logic.
The SW model may select instructions whose selection will be later nullified because parent instructions have not been issued. These false selections affect, on average, to a 7.6% of the committed instructions and a 4.6% of selections by the select logic.
The SW model and our proposed models use two wakeup matrices. In the SW model, all instructions are stored in both wakeup matrices. However, in our proposed models, the wakeup matrix B stores bit dependence vectors of an instruction only if it can be woken up by an one-cycle executionlatency instruction. In the proposed E model the average occupancy of wakeup matrix B is a 19% smaller than the average occupancy of wakeup matrix A. And for the model E-F, the occupancy of wakeup matrix B is, on average, a 34% smaller than the occupancy of wakeup matrix A.
In the SW model and in our proposed models, the empty entries of both wakeup matrices can be dynamically deactivated [1] . Then, our proposed models are more energy-efficient than SW model because the average occupancy of wakeup matrix B is smaller. Moreover, once the request signal of an instruction is detected by logic circuit M, its mirror entry in the other wakeup matrix can be deactivated.
VI. RELATED WORK In order to reduce the scheduling latency, Palacharla et al. [16] proposed dispatching chains of dependent instructions into FIFO queues; the instructions considered to be issued are only the instructions heading each FIFO queue. Another works preschedule the instructions taking advantage of the fact that most instruction latencies are known at decode time ( [5] , [7] , [14] ). At dispatch time, instructions are sorted into a buffer according to their predicted issue cycle. The schemes mainly differ in the mechanism that deals with variable-latency instructions, e.g. load instructions, and their chains of dependent instructions; a structure like an issue queue is used for these cases. All these techniques require estimating the issue cycle of instructions before inserting them in the buffer structure.
Some proposals exploit the fact that most register-writing instructions have, at most, one dependent instruction currently in the issue queue. Based on this observation, the proposed designs have structures that keep track of one or several instructions that consume a produced register value ( [5] , [21] ). These techniques require additional hardware support for branch-misprediction recovery unless the recovery is initiated only when the branch instruction becomes the oldest instruction in flight. Other proposal uses RAM bitmap arrays to identify all the successors of each instruction in the issue queue [9] . A new design that reduces the area cost for large issue queues was proposed by K. Hsiao and C. Chen in [10] .
The observation that many instructions already have one or two ready source operands at dispatch time has been used to reduce the load capacitance of the wakeup tag bus in schedulers that use CAM schemes to wakeup; consequently, the wakeup latency may be reduced ( [6] , [9] , [13] ).
I.Kim and M. Lipasti proposed a hardware mechanism that dynamically detects dependent pairs of instructions and fuses them in order to be scheduled together [12] . So, the scheduling-loop latency (two cycles) is hidden because the scheduling granularity has been increased. A later work removes complexity from hardware and enables more sophisticated fusing heuristics using dynamic-translation software that becomes part of the processor design [11] . Other related works use intensive hardware to combine dependent operations [18] that are issued speculatively or need static compiler support [3] .
Several works use speculation to break the scheduling loop. Stark et al. [20] proposed speculatively waking instructions up by their grandparents. This proposal allows pipelining the scheduling loop over two cycles. The speculative wakeup of an instruction is confirmed after their parents are selected. A false selected instruction affects performance only if it prevents really ready instructions from being selected for execution. Brown et al. [2] proposed a speculative technique, named Select-Free, which moves the select logic off the critical loop; this allows the scheduling loop to take just one cycle. The technique allows all woken-up instructions broadcasting the tags into the issue queue in the following cycle, even though some of them may have not been selected for execution yet. Contention for issue ports can produce the misspeculated wakeup of a chain of dependent instructions. Therefore, the availability of source operands of each issued instruction are checked before execution stage. Both proposals allow back-to-back scheduling of dependent instructions. Focusing in the SW model, we have measured that, on average, a 7.6% of committed instructions are falsely selected, which unnecessarily utilize the select logic. In the SF model happens something similar. Measures show, on average, a 3.4% of committed instructions must be rescheduled. Obviously, re-scheduled instructions incur in an unnecessary utilization of both the select logic and the register file.
VII. CONCLUSIONS In this paper, we have proposed two non-speculative enhancements (E and E-F) for a scheduling logic pipelined over two cycles. These enhancements try to tolerate the latency of the scheduling loop when there is not enough available ILP. Our proposals compute in advance which instructions will be woken up by all one-cycle execution-latency instructions that are currently competing for selection. This pre-computed group of instructions can compete for selection once all previous one-cycle execution-latency instructions, which are currently competing for selection, have been selected. Moreover, we have improved the base enhancement (E) using instruction fusing (E-F).
Our evaluations show that E and E-F models perform, on average, within a 2% and 2.6% of an ideal (unpipelined) scheduler, respectively. Compared to baseline model B (scheduling loop pipelined over two cycles), E and E-F increase performance , on average, a 7.9% and a 8.6%, respectively. Also, E and E-F perform, on average, slightly better than two previouslyproposed speculative schedulers (Select Free and Speculative Wakeup).
